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Yippee-d! RT @donnaderosa: Yay! Im early for a change.
#handmadechat
Amen! RT @NatGoodSoaps: My favorite day of the week..A great
way to chat and learn with fellow Indies..#HandmadeChat
#handmadechat
RT @donnaderosa: Yay! Im early for a change. (Hello!)
#handmadechat
RT @SoapCoach: Amen! RT @NatGoodSoaps: My favorite day of
the week..A great way to chat and learn with fellow Indies
#HandmadeChat
Welcome to #HandmadeChat, a weekly Twitter talk show to help you
make and sell your handmade products. #HandmadeChat
I'm your host, Donna Maria, founder & CEO of Indie Beauty Network,
and entrepreneur's mentor and coach. #HandmadeChat
Looking forward to good info tonight. Hi all! #HandmadeChat
IBN offers coaching, training, products liability insurance for
#handmade entrepreneurs. Join today at http://t.co/x3Oayncx
#HandmadeChat
Welcome everyone, excited to see everyone tonight - it's going to be
a great chat! #HandmadeChat
Tonight's featured partner is @brambleberry, soapmaking supplies
and how-to #soap #HandmadeChat
Please welcome my #HandmadeChat Team: @indieassist
@anniesgoathill @natgoodsoaps @bubsandscrubs @soapcoach
#HandmadeChat
RT @Julie_Wylie: Looking forward to good info tonight. Hi all! (Hi
Julie!) #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Tonights featured partner is @brambleberry,
soapmaking supplies and how-to #soap #handmadechat
Hi can I join ya's!? #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Welcome everyone, excited to see everyone
tonight - its going to be a great chat! #handmadechat
Our facilitator tonight is Alyssa @highwireinheels, helping
mompreneurs be successful in business. #HandmadeChat
Love me some @brambleberry RT @INDIEbusiness: Tonights
featured partner is @brambleberry, soapmaking supplies and how-to
#soap #handmadechat
Our topic is "Small Business Success Books." We're all in this
together. Let's go, @highwireinheels! #HandmadeChat
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Love Brambleberry! RT @INDIEbusiness: Tonights featured partner is
@brambleberry, soapmaking supplies and how-to #soap
#handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness: Tonight's featured partner is @brambleberry,
soapmaking supplies and how-to #soap #HandmadeChat TY
Brambleberry!!
RT @INDIEbusiness: Our facilitator tonight is Alyssa
@highwireinheels, helping mompreneurs be successful in business.
#handmadechat
@LotionBars Yes, please join us! Nice to see you here!
#HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: Please welcome my #HandmadeChat Team:
@INDIEassist @anniesgoathill @NatGoodSoaps @bubsandscrubs
@SoapCoach #HandmadeChat
Welcome @LotionBars - of course you can join us! Glad to have you
here #HandmadeChat
Q1A. WHY READ? BUSINESS OWNERS DON’T HAVE TIME FOR
THAT?!?!? #HandmadeChat
RT @SoapCoach: Love me some @brambleberry RT
@INDIEbusiness: Tonights featured partner is @brambleberry,
soapmaking supplies #handmadechat
Wonderful to be here! Always a great group to chat with!!
#handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Q1 WHY READ? BUSINESS OWNERS
DON’T HAVE TIME FOR THAT?!?!? #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Please welcome my #HandmadeChat Team:
@indieassist @anniesgoathill @natgoodsoaps @bubsandscrubs
@soapcoach #handmadechat
A1A The most successful biz owners make it a point to continue
learning and growing. #HandmadeChat
RT @lotionbars: Hi can I join ya's!? #HandmadeChat Of course you
can!!! Welcome Welcome!
RT @indiebusiness: Our facilitator tonight is Alyssa
@highwireinheels, helping mompreneurs be successful in business.
#HandmadeChat
Hey @lotionbars.. fellow #NJ Indie (((waving))) Welcome!
#handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @highwireinheels: Q1 WHY READ?
BUSINESS OWNERS DON’T HAVE TIME FOR THAT?!?!?
#handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Q1A. WHY READ? BUSINESS OWNERS
DON’T HAVE TIME FOR THAT?!?!? #handmadechat
A1 Reading is critical for #smallbiz owners. "Great Readers Make
Great Business Leaders" http://t.co/zwVXIoKd #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: A1A The most successful biz owners make it a
point to continue learning and growing. #HandmadeChat
A1B. With e-readers, audio & physical books there are many ways to
learn and be inspired. #HandmadeChat
A1: Gotta stay on top of trends, thought leadership, & best practices.
I feel like I read too much some days! #handmadechat
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A1a: reading helps me stay in the loop and keeps me on my toes
#HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: Our topic is "Small Business Success Books."
We're all in this together. Let's go, @highwireinheels!
#HandmadeChat
August is a super month to read books, both business and pleasure,
don't you think? #reading #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: A1B. With e-readers, audio & physical books
there are many ways to learn and be inspired. #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: A1b With e-readers, audio & physical books
there are many ways to learn and be inspired. #HandmadeChat
Yes! RT @INDIEbusiness: August is a super month to read books,
both business and pleasure, dont you think? #reading
#HandmadeChat
Q2 WHAT ARE DIFFERENT TYPES OF BUSINESS BOOKS?
#HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Q1A. WHY READ? BUSINESS OWNERS
DON’T HAVE TIME FOR THAT?!?!? #HandmadeChat
A1a I love to read business books. There really isn't a point to stop
learning and growing. #handmadechat
I enjoy listening to audio books when running or waiting for kids to
finish sports practice. Feels good to always be learning.
#HandmadeChat
Have you attended one of our #handmadechat sessions? Tonight we
have Alyssa -@highwireinheels as our guest, w/featured partner
@brambleberry
RT @highwireinheels: Q2 WHAT ARE DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BUSINESS BOOKS? #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness Agreed. Just got back from vacation and read a few
books and magazines. #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Q2 WHAT ARE DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BUSINESS BOOKS? #HandmadeChat
@bubsandscrubs: A1: Gotta stay on top of trends, thought
leadership, & best practices. I feel like I read too much some days!
#handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: A1A The most successful biz owners make it a
point to continue learning and growing. #HandmadeChat
A2A Inspirational – story of someone overcoming adversity to rise to
the top #HandmadeChat
A1: Key, as with all things, is to not waste time on non-value-added
content. #handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness: August is a super month to read books, both
business and pleasure, don't you think? #reading #HandmadeChat I
AGREE!
@SoapPrizes Welcome back from your vacation. What did you read?
#HandmadeChat
So true Brenda! RT @bubsandscrubs: A1: Key, as with all things, is
to not waste time on non-value-added content. #HandmadeChat
E-books are excellent. Go to your local library online. Download for
free to computer or other device. #handmadechat
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RT @highwireinheels: Q2 WHAT ARE DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BUSINESS BOOKS? #HandmadeChat
A2B Instructional – explaining step by step how to accomplish a task
or skill #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: A2A Inspirational – story of someone
overcoming adversity to rise to the top #handmadechat
So true! Make it count! RT @bubsandscrubs: A1: Key, as with all
things, is to not waste time on non-value-added content.
#HandmadeChat
Some of my faves! RT @highwireinheels: A2A Inspirational – story of
someone overcoming adversity to rise to the top #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Q1 WHY READ? BUSINESS OWNERS
DON’T HAVE TIME FOR THAT?!?!? #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: A2B Instructional – explaining step by step how
to accomplish a task or skill #handmadechat
A2A: I like business memoirs to get a true view of a business person.
#handmadechat
A2C Autobiographical – tells the story of a business owners’ success
and failures. Can often be inspirational too. #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: A2A Inspirational – story of someone
overcoming adversity to rise to the top #HandmadeChat
A1: Make time! I do it with audiobooks on walks! Gives me two hours
of "reading" per day #handmadechat #fitCEOs
RT @highwireinheels: A2C Autobiographical tells the story of a biz
owners’ success and failures. Can often be inspirational
#handmadechat
A2D Mindset - helps you change the way you think in order to
approach a problem differently #HandmadeChat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: RT @highwireinheels: Q2 WHAT ARE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF BUSINESS BOOKS? #handmadechat
I love reading biographies of successful women. #handmadechat
It is amazing what a person can learn from reading a good
autobiographical book. #smallbiz #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness $100 Startup, Steal Like an Artist and Shark Tales
from Barbara Corcoran. #handmadechat
4 types biz books @highwireinheels is discussing: inspirational,
instructional, autobiographical, mindset #HandmadeChat
I do too. RT @donnaderosa: I love reading biographies of successful
women. #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Q2 WHAT ARE DIFFERENT TYPES OF
BUSINESS BOOKS? #HandmadeChat
RT @donnaderosa: I love reading biographies of successful women.
(Me too, Donna!) #handmadechat
What are your favorite ones? --> RT @donnaderosa: I love reading
biographies of successful women. #HandmadeChat
Me too. Have you read the one on Mary Kay...Great book! RT
@donnaderosa: I love reading biographies of successful women.
#handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness: 4 types biz books @highwireinheels is
discussing: inspirational, instructional, autobiographical, mindset
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#HandmadeChat
My fav are the autobiographical, makes the person seem real and I
can learn so much from their experience #HandmadeChat
RT @SoapPrizes: @INDIEbusiness $100 Startup, Steal Like an Artist
and Shark Tales from Barbara Corcoran. #handmadechat
@INDIEassist Great idea, combine learning with fitness!
#HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEassist: RT @highwireinheels: Q2 WHAT ARE
DIFFERENT TYPES OF BUSINESS BOOKS? #handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: My fav are the autobiographical, makes the
person seem real and I can learn so much from their experience
#handmadechat
@SoapPrizes Those books sound great. Which was your favorite? I
love me some @barbaracorcoran #ABCSharkTank #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: 4 types biz books @highwireinheels is
discussing: inspirational, instructional, autobiographical, mindset
#HandmadeChat
A2: I'm getting deeper into fundamentals; like skin care,
aromatherapy, etc. Need to be a subject matter expert
#handmadechat
@SoapCoach Mary Kay has an amazing book/story to tell.
#handmadechat
@SoapPrizes Steal Like an Artist sounds interesting..
#HandmadeChat #SmallBiz
If this chat keeps going the way it is, I'm going to have a lot of reading
to do this month :) #HandmadeChat
@SoapPrizes Haven't heard of the artist one, will have to check it out
#HandmadeChat
Q3 HOW DO YOU HAVE THE TIME TO READ WHEN RUNNING A
BUSINESS? #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: If this chat keeps going the way it is, Im going to
have a lot of reading to do this month :) (Yep!!) #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness We have a soft spot here at SoapPrizes for
@barbaracorcoran so that was definitely my fave. #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Q3 HOW DO YOU HAVE THE TIME TO READ
WHEN RUNNING A BUSINESS? #handmadechat
So will I! RT @INDIEbusiness: If this chat keeps going the way it is,
Im going to have a lot of reading to do this month :) #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Q3 HOW DO YOU HAVE THE TIME TO READ
WHEN RUNNING A BUSINESS? #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Q3 HOW DO YOU HAVE THE TIME TO READ
WHEN RUNNING A BUSINESS? #HandmadeChat
A3A Reading is a favorite hobby so that's how I spend some of my
free time. #HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: @SoapCoach Mary Kay has an amazing
book/story to tell. #handmadechat I MUST ADD THAT TO MY LIST
NOW!
A3B Being in a book club makes reading and applying the concepts a
priority because I'm accountable to the group. #HandmadeChat
A2: I enjoyed reading Dawn Fitch's book. Easy and good read!
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#handmadechat
RT @SoapPrizes: @INDIEbusiness We have a soft spot here at
SoapPrizes for @barbaracorcoran so that was definitely my fave.
#handmadechat
Some good ones: Swanson on Swanson (Gloria), Business as Usual
(Anita Roddick) #handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness: If this chat keeps going the way it is, I'm going to
have a lot of reading to do this month :) #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Q3 HOW DO YOU HAVE THE TIME TO READ
WHEN RUNNING A BUSINESS? #HandmadeChat
@NatGoodSoaps @highwireinheels It's a fun, quick read about
creativity. It's by Austin Kleon #HandmadeChat
I just recommended Strength Finder 2.0 by Tom Rath to someone.
About identifying talents & enhancing them #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: A3A Reading is a favorite hobby so thats how I
spend some of my free time. #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: A3A Reading is a favorite hobby so thats how I
spend some of my free time. (Relaxing & learning combined)
#handmadechat
A3 Not sure you ever really "have" the time. You "make" the time.
#reading #HandmadeChat
A3C even reading for 30 minutes, can help start your day right & give
new ideas to think about/implement. #HandmadeChat
RT @bubsandscrubs: A2: I enjoyed reading Dawn Fitchs book. Easy
and good read! ***Absolutely!*** #handmadechat
RT @donnaderosa: Some good ones: Swanson on Swanson (Gloria),
Business as Usual (Anita Roddick) #handmadechat OOHH..MORE
GOOD ONES!
RT @Julie_Wylie: I just recommended Strength Finder 2.0 by Tom
Rath to someone. About identifying talents & enhancing *Yes!*
#handmadechat
Yes she has a great story! RT @bubsandscrubs: A2: I enjoyed
reading @pookalita Dawn Fitch's book. Easy and good read!
#handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: A3C even reading for 30 minutes, can help
start your day right & give new ideas to think about/implement.
#handmadechat
@Julie_Wylie Thanks for sharing Strength Finder 2.0. Love that, and
the analysis it encourages you to do. #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: A3C even reading for 30 minutes, can help
start your day right & give new ideas to think about/implement.
#HandmadeChat
I'm currently reading this, which I love, on how to market to
Generation Y http://t.co/crFSz79V Great 4 GenX & Baby Boomers!
#handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: RT @bubsandscrubs: A2: I enjoyed reading
Dawn Fitchs book. Easy and good read! ***Absolutely!***
#handmadechat
I have one of my favorite books right here, The Path
@LaurieBethJones. Creating your mission statement for work and for
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life. #handmadechat
RT @soapcoach: RT @highwireinheels: Q3 HOW DO YOU HAVE
THE TIME TO READ WHEN RUNNING A BUSINESS?
#handmadechat
A3: I've decided reading is a little like meditation to me. Gets me out
of my usual mindset and thinking differently. #handmadechat
A3: It's how I wind down in the evening; part of my daily routine. On
weekends I take an hour or so to chill-ax with a book.
#handmadechat
Doesn't Dawn Fitch @pookalita have more than one book out?
#HandmadeChat
I see my book list is growing..Will be taking with me on the flight to
#IndieCruise in Feb 2013! #HandmadeChat
I read before bed to get the day out of my head. #handmadechat
@SoapPrizes: A3: Ive decided reading is a little like meditation to me.
Gets me out of my usual mindset & thinking differently
#handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: I see my book list is growing..Will be taking
with me on the flight to #IndieCruise in Feb 2013! #HandmadeChat
I believe she working on a second one RT @INDIEbusiness: Doesnt
Dawn Fitch @pookalita have more than one book out?
#handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Doesnt Dawn Fitch @pookalita have more than
one book out? (I have only read one. An amazing story!)
#handmadechat
A3: This is a huge challenge. It needs to go into your Google calendar
with everything else. Respect your own time! #handmadechat
Thanks a good one. RT @donnaderosa: I read before bed to get the
day out of my head. #handmadechat
Lots of great suggestions, let's put the author's Twitter handle along
with titles we list so we can follow them, ok? #HandmadeChat
Love @LaurieBethJones books, and her style. @anniesgoathill
#HandmadeChat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: I see my book list is growing..Will be taking
with me on the flight to #IndieCruise in Feb 2013! #HandmadeChat
@soapcoach @INDIEbusiness @pookalita Oooh - putting on my list!
#handmadechat
Very good way to unwind. RT @donnaderosa: I read before bed to
get the day out of my head. #HandmadeChat
I love reading books that help me grow my passion. Reading for my
9-5 job, not so fun! LOL #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Lots of great suggestions, lets put the authors
Twitter handle along with titles we list so we can follow
#handmadechat
@donnaderosa I love this and I totally agree! #handmadechat
Me too dM! I've read a few of her books. RT @INDIEbusiness: Love
@LaurieBethJones books, and her style. @anniesgoathill
#handmadechat
I have a 3-ring binder with CD holders in it for all of my audio books
and @SuccessMagazine CDs. Also on my iPhone. #HandmadeChat
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I get that. Bright side: Your 9-5 job is making your passion possible!
@NatGoodSoaps #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:19 am highwireinheels
I really like "Fearless-Creating the Courage to Change the Things You
Can" by @SteveChandler #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:19 am donnaderosa
I love @SuccessMagazine too #handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:19 am NatGoodSoaps
This twitter chat report is going to be filled with marker highlights and
lots of shopping! LOL #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:19 am highwireinheels
What do you think about the classics: Think & Grow Rich, Power of
Positive Thinking, etc? #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:19 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness: Love @LaurieBethJones books, and her style.
(I recvd email today, she just released a new leadership book.)
#handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:20 am SoapPrizes
True RT @NatGoodSoaps: This twitter chat report is going to be filled
with marker highlights and lots of shopping! LOL #handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:20 am INDIEassist
RT @highwireinheels: I really like "Fearless-Creating the Courage to
Change the Things You Can" by @SteveChandler #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:20 am bubsandscrubs
A3: I find it efficient to use RSS feeds and read all of my fave blogs
when it's convenient. #handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:21 am anniesgoathill
RT @bubsandscrubs: A3: I find it efficient to use RSS feeds and read
all of my fave blogs (Google Reader is a nice tool too.)
#handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:21 am highwireinheels
Anyone have recommendations for autobiographical books?
#HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:22 am anniesgoathill
My book list is growing by the minute! #smallbiz #handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:22 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @bubsandscrubs: A3: I find it efficient to use RSS feeds and read
all of my fave blogs when it's convenient. #handmadechat <3 MY
RSS...
2012-08-03 12:22 am highwireinheels
Autobiographical – tells the story of a business owners’ success and
failures. Can often be inspirational too. #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:22 am INDIEbusiness
RT @highwireinheels: Anyone have recommendations for
autobiographical books? #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:22 am INDIEassist
@anniesgoathill @bubsandscrubs Ditto - Google Reader is my
newspaper :) #handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:22 am highwireinheels
I like Delivering Happiness by @TonyHseih #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:23 am INDIEbusiness
Love Google Reader, most efficient thing ever for reading (skimming)
blogs! @anniesgoathill @bubsandscrubs #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:23 am NatGoodSoaps
My favorite is Zappos. I couldn't stop reading it. I cried too, felt his
passion. #HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:23 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @INDIEbusiness: Love Google Reader, most efficient thing ever
for reading (skimming) blogs! @anniesgoathill @bubsandscrubs
#HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:23 am anniesgoathill
I just read Ronald Reagan 100 Years. His leadership style was
fascinating. He always tried to put family first. #handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:23 am donnaderosa
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin (oldie but goodie)
#handmadechat
2012-08-03 12:24 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @indiebusiness: Love Google Reader, most efficient thing ever for
reading (skimming) blogs! @anniesgoathill @bubsandscrubs
#HandmadeChat
2012-08-03 12:24 am highwireinheels
I liked it too - love the culture the company has developed. RT
@NatGoodSoaps: My favorite is Zappos. #HandmadeChat
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RT @donnaderosa: Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin (oldie but
goodie) (I have not read the book - but his quotes are great!)
#handmadechat
Definitely on my top 10 business books to read! RT
@highwireinheels: I like Delivering Happiness by @TonyHseih
#handmadechat
@NatGoodSoaps Love when @tonyhseih played back recorded
music to fool parents into thinking he was practicing.
#HandmadeChat
For autobiography, I love Confections of a Closet Master Baker by
@gesinebp Great example of following your passion.
#handmadechat
A4: Just got "Creating an Herbal Bodycare Business" by Sandy
Maine of @SunFeatherSoap includes numerous #small #biz stories
#handmadechat
RT @SoapPrizes: For autobiography, I love Confections of a Closet
Master Baker by @gesinebp Great example following ur passion
#handmadechat
It made me think about the culture I want to create for my company,
the staff and customers @Zappos #HandmadeChat
Sorry I'm late Indies #HandmadeChat
Here's my 2012 Summer Reading List For Entrepreneurs
http://t.co/JKjAVEww #handmadechat
RT @bubsandscrubs: A4: Just got "Creating an Herbal Bodycare
Business" by Sandy Maine of @SunFeatherSoap #handmadechat
Better late than never! RT @Maureen_Harris: Sorry Im late Indies
#handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness Love when @TonyHseih played back recorded
music to fool parents into thinking he was practicing.
#HandmadeChat I LAUGHED!
@bubsandscrubs That's a good one #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: RT @SoapPrizes: I love Confections of a Closet
Master Baker by @gesinebp Great example following passion
#HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Heres my 2012 Summer Reading List For
Entrepreneurs http://t.co/tH4WDYLy #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Heres my 2012 Summer Reading List For
Entrepreneurs http://t.co/q5iYVFEj #handmadechat
Hi @Maureen_Harris - welcome! Happy to have you here!
#HandmadeChat
Waving and welcome! @Maureen_Harris #HandmadeChat
hello lovely indies! Thank you, i just burnt dinner! #HandmadeChat
RT @Maureen_Harris: Sorry Im late Indies (Hi Maureen! Good to see
you!) #handmadechat
RT @maureen_harris: Sorry I'm late Indies #HandmadeChat Hi
Maureen!
RT @INDIEbusiness: Heres my 2012 Summer #Reading List For
#Entrepreneurs http://t.co/dhfvITbH #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: RT @INDIEbusiness: Heres my 2012 Summer
Reading List For Entrepreneurs http://t.co/XokoZNR5
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#HandmadeChat
Oh no!! RT @LotionBars: hello lovely indies! Thank you, i just burnt
dinner! #handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness: Here's my 2012 Summer Reading List For
Entrepreneurs http://t.co/uRsVT60Y #handmadechat
RT @LotionBars: hello lovely indies! Thank you, i just burnt dinner!
(Hello there!!) #handmadechat
@LotionBars LOL! Me too! #handmadechat
Oops! :-) RT @LotionBars: hello lovely indies! Thank you, i just burnt
dinner! #HandmadeChat
Oh no! What's burnt? Did all this book love make you forget the pots
on the stove? @LotionBars #HandmadeChat
Let's move on to Instructional book recommendations
#HandmadeChat
RT @lotionbars: hello lovely indies! Thank you, i just burnt dinner!
#HandmadeChat Cooking on Thurs nights are not allowed! LOL
RT @bubsandscrubs: @LotionBars LOL! Me too!
(Well...goodness..there's a whole lot of burning going on!)
#handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Lets move on to Instructional book
recommendations #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Let's move on to Instructional book
recommendations #HandmadeChat
Thjanks everyone for the nice welcome #HandmadeChat
As long as we are not burning books! LOL #HandmadeChat
Instructional books? Hmmmm, isn't there a new soapmaking book by
hmmmm @highwireinheels @anniesgoathill?? #HandmadeChat
RT @indieassist: RT @highwireinheels: Let's move on to Instructional
book recommendations #HandmadeChat
@highwireinheels thank you! #HandmadeChat
My fave: the book @anniesgoathill and I just launched: Essential
Soap Making nhttp://t.co/Zw498tdgn #HandmadeChat
Sorry everyone, Instructional books is Q5 #HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: Instructional books? Hmmmm, isn't there a new
soapmaking book by hmmmm @highwireinheels @anniesgoathill??
#HandmadeChat
Melt & Pour Soapmaking by Marie Browning was my first soap book.
#handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: My fave: the book @anniesgoathill and I just
launched: Essential Soap Making http://t.co/hqLaTf9p
#HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: My fave: the book @anniesgoathill and I just
launched: Essential Soap Making http://t.co/oEmewOgD :)
#handmadechat
A5 And what about the fabulous book by @INDIEBusiness? What's
the link, dM? #HandmadeChat
I purchased the eBook and it is WONDI-FUL!!! @anniesgoathill
@highwireinheels #handmadechat
Congrats! RT @highwireinheels: My fave: the book @anniesgoathill &
I just launched: Essential Soap Making http://t.co/uYX76aTy
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#handmadechat
Q5: For soapmaking, I've relied heavily on the Soap Queen for
videos and her e-books @Brambleberry #handmadechat
Thanks, so glad to hear it! RT @NatGoodSoaps: I purchased the
eBook and it is WONDI-FUL!!! @anniesgoathill @highwireinheels
#HandmadeChat
Bringing it on the #IndieCruise so they can sign it! Sharpie anyone??
LOL #HandmadeChat
Can't wait to read it. RT @NatGoodSoaps: I purchased the eBook
and it is WONDI-FUL!!! @anniesgoathill @highwireinheels
#handmadechat
I have a wonderful lotion and cream book from @INDIEbusiness. I've
read it several times. #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: My fave: the book @anniesgoathill and I just
launched: Essential Soap Making http://t.co/cUrbOK3D
#handmadechat
A52 I love @garyvee's book, Crush It, for instructional (and
inspiration) on "how to" approach marketing in new media world
#HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: A5 And what about the fabulous book by
@INDIEBusiness? What's the link, dM? #HandmadeChat
Sorry, carried away and forgot the numbering. Inspirational books is
Q5. Autobiorgraphical is Q4. #HandmadeChat
RT @bubsandscrubs: Q5: For soapmaking, Ive relied heavily on
Soap Queen @Brambleberry (her tutorial on lotion convinced me)
#handmadechat
A5c Here's the link to Donna Maria's #book: http://t.co/dfwIwfBD
#HandmadeChat
Thanks for mentioning my book, Mary. @anniesgoathill
#HandmadeChat
RT @bubsandscrubs: Q5: For soapmaking, I've relied heavily on the
Soap Queen for videos and her e-books @brambleberry
#handmadechat
@Maureen_Harris My book, Making Aromatherapy Creams and
Lotions is http://t.co/3YLFnotz Thx for asking #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: A5c Here's the link to Donna Maria's #book:
http://t.co/VTKCggr2 #HandmadeChat
I adore all of my soapmaking, herbal and aromatherapy books
#handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness I could not put @GaryVee's book down, Crush It.
Everyone was tweeting it a few winter's back. Still love it!
#handmadechat
Q5d Platform by @MichaelHyatt is AMAZING - great, actionable tips
to build your platform and get noticed. I'm reading it again
#HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: @Maureen_Harris My book, Making
Aromatherapy Creams and Lotions is http://t.co/eY81cWR3 Thx for
asking #handmadechat
I have it! RT @INDIEbusiness: @Maureen_Harris My book, Making
Aromatherapy Creams and Lotions is http://t.co/C13AeCYM Thx
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#handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness: @Maureen_Harris My book, Making
Aromatherapy Creams and Lotions is http://t.co/BgYyS6ml Thx for
asking #HandmadeChat
Yes, I looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooove
that Platform book @michaelhyatt #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Q5d Platform by @MichaelHyatt is AMAZING great, actionable tips to build your platform and get noticed.
#handmadechat
Two other #smallbiz #books I highly recommend: The Barefoot
Executive (@CarrieWilkerson) and Spark & Hustle (@ToryJohnson)
#HandmadeChat
Adding to my amazon cart now! RT @INDIEbusiness: Yes, I love that
Platform book @michaelhyatt #handmadechat
@anniesgoathill LOL! I just managed to save it though!
#HandmadeChat
Q6 What are some Inspirational #books you like? #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels:2 other #books I recommend: The Barefoot
Executive (@CarrieWilkerson) & Spark & Hustle (@toryjohnson)
#HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels other #smallbiz #books I recommend The
Barefoot Executive (@CarrieWilkerson) Spark & Hustle
(@ToryJohnson) #HandmadeChat
Order 2 of each @bubsandscrubs: Adding to my amazon cart now!
RT @INDIEbusiness: Yes, I love that Platform book @michaelhyatt
#handmadechat
RT @bubsandscrubs: Adding to my amazon cart now! RT
@INDIEbusiness: Yes, I love that Platform book @MichaelHyatt
#handmadechat ME TOO! LOL
I love @sethgodin books. And his blog! I go to his posts first via
Google Reader. #handmadechat
Tribe by @SethGodin. Amazing. #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness Hi DM, this is the bewitching hour in my household!!
#HandmadeChat
Yes, me too. RT @anniesgoathill: I love @sethgodin books. And his
blog! I go to his posts first via Google Reader. #HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: Tribe by @sethgodin. Amazing.
#handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: Tribes by @SethGodin. Amazing.
#HandmadeChat
I have The Dip by @SethGodin here somewhere, I need to pull it out
and read it. #HandmadeChat
@LotionBars It's bewitching hour here too, husband is handling it
well. #HandmadeChat
It is a good thing a transcript will be available after this chat. I
temporarily lost signal. #handmadechat
A6. I so enjoyed "The Present" by Spencer Johnson. Helps regain
focus of what is important #handmadechat
@SoapCoach Hey SC! EXACTLY!! I think I've forgotten how to read!!
been so long! #HandmadeChat
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A6 Success Principles by @jackcanfield is a must read, period.
Inspirational, mindset -- the whole 9. #HandmadeChat
Q7 Last up: Mindset books - what do you recommend?
#HandmadeChat
I need some beach time to read all these new books!
#handmadechat
I can't wait to make a list from the transcript. #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: A6 Success Principles by @jackcanfield is a
must read, period. Inspirational, mindset -- the whole 9.
#handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: A6 Success Principles by @jackcanfield is a
must read, period. Inspirational, mindset -- the whole 9.
#HandmadeChat
@INDIEbusiness I saw your FB post re: Ms. Martha's Top Maker
Find, exciting! #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @anniesgoathill: Tribes by @SethGodin.
Amazing. So agree! #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Q7 Last up: Mindset books - what do you
recommend? #handmadechat
What do you mean by minddset book? RT @highwireinheels: Q7 Last
up: Mindset books - what do you recommend? #handmadechat
RT @donnaderosa: I can't wait to make a list from the transcript.
#handmadechat Started adding to Amazon Wishlist! LOL
RT @donnaderosa: I cant wait to make a list from the transcript. (Yes,
print and then buy books!!!) #handmadechat
@donnaderosa Mindset - helps you change the way you think in
order to approach a problem differently #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: Q7 Last up: Mindset books - what do you
recommend? #HandmadeChat
Totally late to tonight's chat w/@indiebusiness! Will have to check up
on all the great books that were recommended. #HandmadeChat
Hmmm, for me - I need to keep my head in the Bible to keep my mind
right; for biz and life. #handmadechat
A7: I LOVED Who Moved My Cheese? Keeps me focused, keeps me
in a namaste mindset. #HandmadeChat
OOOH @NatGoodSoaps I have an Amazon wish list too. It is going
to grow after this amazing discussion of #smallbiz books!
#handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Q7 Last up: Mindset books - what do you
recommend? #HandmadeChat
A7 "Linchpin" by Seth Godin is good on #smallbiz mindset. I also like
his Poke The Box. #HandmadeChat
Absolutely true! RT @bubsandscrubs: Hmmm, for me -I need to keep
my head in the Bible to keep my mind right; for biz and life.
#HandmadeChat
Me too! RT @bubsandscrubs: Hmmm, for me - I need to keep my
head in the Bible to keep my mind right; for biz and life.
#HandmadeChat
RT @bubsandscrubs: Hmmm, for me - I need to keep my head in the
Bible to keep my mind right; for biz and life. (Me too.)
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#handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: @donnaderosa Mindset - helps you change
the way you think in order to approach a problem differently
#HandmadeChat
Welcome! Glad you're here! @amathiasoap #HandmadeChat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: A7: I LOVED Who Moved My Cheese? Keeps
me focused, keeps me in a namaste mindset.(Yes!) #handmadechat
@amathiasoap Welcome! #HandmadeChat
I was thinking about reading that again RT @NatGoodSoaps: A7: I
LOVED Who Moved My Cheese? Keeps me focused.
#handmadechat
I love that one too! RT @NatGoodSoaps: A7: I LOVED Who Moved
My Cheese? Keeps me focused, keeps me in a namaste mindset.
#HandmadeChat
Since I'm late to the party, I want to throw out my two favorite book
recs! #HandmadeChat
Good mindset books (not the "me too" stuff out there) is critical
always, especially in this economy. #HandmadeChat
First up, Likeable Social Media by Dave Kerpen @likeablemedia is
amazing for getting your head around social media. #HandmadeChat
@highwireinheels Thanks! I'm so sad I'm to the fun tonight!
#HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEBusiness: A7 "Linchpin" by Seth Godin is good on
#smallbiz mindset. I also like his Poke The Box. #HandmadeChat
RT @soapcoach: I was thinking about reading that again RT
@NatGoodSoaps: A7: I LOVED Who Moved My Cheese? Keeps me
focused. #handmadechat
Second, is @EntreLeadership by @DaveRamsey. Amazing for
keeping your head in the game & being a good leader.
#HandmadeChat
@INDIEbusiness - who are your favorite mindset authors? No the
"me too" stuff out there. #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Good mindset books (not the "me too" stuff out
there) is critical always, especially in this economy. #HandmadeChat
@SoapCoach such a great read! #handmadechat
Such great recommendations, everyone, thanks! #HandmadeChat
RT @amathiasoap: Since I'm late to the party, I want to throw out my
two favorite book recs! #HandmadeChat Never late @Amathiasoap!
Welcome
RT @highwireinheels: Such great recommendations, everyone,
thanks! **Awesome!** #handmadechat
A7a "The Happiness Advantage" by @shawnachor is brilliant for
mindset. It's meaty, but worth it. #HandmadeChat
Though not #biz focused, I love the perspective in The Alchemist by
Paulo Cohelo - really changed how I viewed things. #HandmadeChat
@NatGoodSoaps I'm going to have to go back through and jot down
all the amazing book recs tonight. :) #HandmadeChat
Thanks for mentioning @DaveRamsey's @EntreLeadership.
@sarassoaps gave me a copy, good one. (Thanks Sara!)
#HandmadeChat
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Will have to read RT @amathiasoap: @EntreLeadership by
@DaveRamsey. Amazing for keeping head in the game/being a good
leader. #HandmadeChat
@highwireinheels The Proverbial Cracker Jack: How to Get Out of the
Box and Become the Prize by Dale Henry #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness A7a "The Happiness Advantage" by
@shawnachor is brilliant for mindset. It's meaty, but worth it.
#HandmadeChat
RT @amathiasoap: @NatGoodSoaps Im going to have to go back
through and jot down all the amazing books... Print the transcript!
#handmadechat
A7 I love the Compound Effect by @darrenhardy #handmadechat
With all these great books, I wonder: anyone interested in re-starting
Indie Business Book Club? #HandmadeChat
My reading list has doubled! Am ready to start a #smallbiz book
club-anyone want to join, just DM me #HandmadeChat
I have not read @DaveRamsey books yet. What type of books does
he write? I have seen mentions on Facebook. #handmadechat
Yes. RT @INDIEbusiness: With all these great books, I wonder:
anyone interested in re-starting Indie Business Book Club?
#handmadechat
Love this. Love Love! Not enough time or enough eyes to read them
all! RT @donnaderosa A7 Love Compound Effect by @darrenhardy
#HandmadeChat
@INDIEbusiness @EntreLeadership was rec'd to me by a friend &I
love it. Really good one, especially for a financial guru.
#HandmadeChat
A yes vote from me for the Indie Business Book Club
@INDIEbusiness #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness - we were on the same wavelength, typing same
thing @ same time re: book clubs! #HandmadeChat
Yes, let's restart Indie Business Book Club! #HandmadeChat
@Amathiasoap wait for the twitter chat log to come out shortly after
via @IndieBusiness Blog. #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: My reading list has doubled! Am ready to start
a #smallbiz book club-anyone want to join, just DM me
#handmadechat
enjoyed it B4 @INDIEbusiness: With all these great books, I wonder:
anyone interested in re-starting Indie Business Book Club?
#handmadechat
Adding more books to the amazon cart...RT @amathiasoap: Second,
is @EntreLeadership by @DaveRamsey. Amazing! #handmadechat
@DaveRamsey writes lots on personal finance, more recently on
entrepreneurship. Kind of a combo. Great speaker too.
#HandmadeChat
@anniesgoathill He's mostly a financial advisor, &has a talk show but
@EntreLeadership is so much more than that! #HandmadeChat
A7 Rich Dad, Poor Dad is a good one too. #handmadechat
Sounds good RT @INDIEbusiness: With all these great books, I
wonder anyone interested in re-starting Indie Business Book Club?
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#handmadechat
2nd that motion! RT @highwireinheels: Yes, lets restart Indie
Business Book Club! #handmadechat
Same thinking here! :) Must be great minds. RT @highwireinheels:
Yes, lets restart Indie Business Book Club! #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: A yes vote from me for the Indie Business Book
Club @INDIEbusiness #handmadechat ME TOO
Would love that. @INDIEbusiness: With all these great books, anyone
interested in re-starting Indie Business Book Club? #HandmadeChat
RT @bubsandscrubs: Same thinking here! :) Must be great minds.
@highwireinheels: Yes, lets restart Indie Business Book Club!
#handmadechat
Definitely, RT @INDIEbusiness: interested in re-starting Indie
Business Book Club? #HandmadeChat
It sounds like an Indie Book Club party is in the works..
#handmadechat
Agree RT @donnaderosa: A7 Rich Dad, Poor Dad is a good one too.
#handmadechat
Here's where we left off on Indie Business Book Club
http://t.co/Pl5Eclpw Need to figure out format. Ideas?
#HandmadeChat
RT @donnaderosa: A7 Rich Dad, Poor Dad is a good one too.
#handmadechat
Here's where we left off on Indie Business Book Club
http://t.co/Pl5Eclpw Need to figure out format. Ideas?
#handmadechat
Now, it's your turn! What #handmade products do you make, or
services do you offer? Go! #HandmadeChat
@NatGoodSoaps Count me in too, it will inspire me to read more,
good reads not just instructional reads #HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: Here's where we left off on Indie Business Book
Club http://t.co/hS6oVIWp Need to figure out format. Ideas?
#handmadechat
@indiebusiness I enjoyed Indie Business Book Club when it was a
weekly conference call. #handmadechat
RT @LotionBars: @NatGoodSoaps Count me in too, it will inspire me
to read more, good reads not just instructional reads #handmadechat
RT @LotionBars: @NatGoodSoaps Count me in too, it will inspire me
to read more, good reads not just instructional reads #handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness: Heres where we left off on Indie Business Book
Club http://t.co/4viLQEXL Need to figure out format. Ideas?
#HandmadeChat
I help moms start and grow their businesses at http://t.co/bxMXjU6G
#HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: I help moms start and grow their businesses at
http://t.co/VhQ7Er7Q #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: I help moms start and grow their businesses at
http://t.co/egXjZxCM #handmadechat
@indiebusiness My only rule for a book club. Must have #kindle
editions. I don't buy paper books, less resources. #HandmadeChat
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RT @highwireinheels: I help moms start and grow their businesses at
http://t.co/drGd2Q97 #handmadechat
Soaps, Bath&Body products, teach classes and NYC IBN Director <3
#handmadechat
My latest handmade goodie (ebook with @anniesgoathill) can be
found here http://t.co/Zw498tdg #HandmadeChat
I sell handmade beaded jewelry at http://t.co/Grl5MriO
#HandmadeChat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: Soaps, Bath&Body products, teach classes
and NYC IBN Director <3 #HandmadeChat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: Soaps, Bath&Body products, teach classes
and NYC IBN Director <3 #handmadechat
RT @Julie_Wylie: I sell handmade beaded jewelry at
http://t.co/K5Ero0vI #HandmadeChat
We handcraft bath and body goodies like: natural soaps, moisturizers,
scrubs & more. Find us at http://t.co/uSzeXIbK #handmadechat
IBN offers coaching, training, products liability insurance for
#handmade entrepreneurs. Newsletter http://t.co/8127378r
#handmadechat
Soap Educator & Coach offering Live Instruction in Group or Private
Create Your Own Sessions. http://t.co/soMoxY8L #handmadechat
New site: All things herbal & aromatic servicing the NE region of US.
http://t.co/Q3KJYowD #handmadechat
RT @bubsandscrubs: We handcraft bath and body goodies natural
soaps, moisturizers, scrubs. Find us at http://t.co/z5gODPrY
#HandmadeChat

